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Abstract
Stability of the Haissinski solution is studied above the threshold of microwave
instability. It is shown that instability may lead to a new self-consistent state corre-
sponding to particles trapped in a separat rix of an unstable mode. The free energies
of the two solutions are compared. The relaxation oscillations between the new and
Haissinski solutions are possible and may be related to the saw-tooth instability.
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The microwave instability is one of a few problems of accelerator physics which is
not fully understood today. The instability is usually described as an increase of the
rms ener~ spread of a bunch when NB, the number of particles per bunch, exceeds
some threshold value. Because the equilibrium temperature is determined by the
damping and the noise of the synchrotron radiation, which is normally independent
of NB, increase of the temperature indicates that there is some additional noise or
a mechanism which pumps energy from the longitudinal motion to the uncorrelated
single-part icle motion.
Recent experiments ‘1]‘2]found new features of bunch behavior at the threshold of
the instability, such as relaxation oscillations of the rms bunch length (the saw-tooth
instability of the SLAC damping ring), and large periodic oscillations of the rms size
and bunch cent roid in LEP. Similar phenomena were also previously observed in dif-
ferent laboratories. Such a behavior is not trivial for a system with damping, which
usually goes, after some relaxation time, to an equilibrium steady state. It is reason-
able to think that these phenomena are related to the microwave instability and can
give insight to its origin. In fact, the new instabilities can be considered as a special
case of the microwave instability when only few azimuthal modes are involved, which
may significantly simplify theoretical consideration of the problem. A possible phe-
nomenolo@cal explanation of the saw-tooth instability may be based on the idea of
the “overshoot phenomena”, where an unstable mode is stabilized by nonlinear pro-
cesses at large amplitudes or by bunch heating produced by decaying mode. Radiation
damping and filamentation brings the system back to original state. The relaxation
oscillations may arise under proper relationship between the growth rate of an unst a-
ble mode, its filamentation time, and the synchrotron radiation damping time. When
there are many interacting unstable modes, the saw-tooth instability becomes a mi-
crowave instability. Alt bough generically this ‘is a correct picture, a detailed model of
the processes is needed. Our attempts to obtain the saw-tooth behavior within the
quasi-linear approximation in numerical experiments
mymptot ically approaches a steady-state with higher
were unsuccessful: the system
temperature.
2Study of the microwave instability is usually based on the linearized Vlasov equa-
tion. This allows us to find a threshold NB, spectrum of the eigen-modes, and the rise
time of instability. This approach does not, however, describe the dynamics at large
amplitudes and is not sufficient to explain the essential nonlinear phenomena, such
as the saw-tooth instability. Numerical tracking is not very efficient in describing the
saw-tooth instability, probably because the number of particles involved is a small
part of the total bunch population and because simulations with a realistic damping
time is comput ationally prohibitive.
The saw-tooth instability
for large NB. Depending on
oscillations between these two
to another one provided the
and Dyachkov ‘3]‘4] suggested a
indicates the exist ence of two steady state solutions
the damping time, the system may have relaxation
solutions or may drift adiabatically from one solution
damping rate is large enough. Recently, Baartman
model of the saw-tooth instability driven by quant urn
fluctuation in a case of a self-consistent potential having two minima. The mechanism
considered in this paper is different; it is related to a nonlinear self-consistent regime
arising as a result of a nonlinear resonance. Consideration follows the papers of J.
Shonfeld [5]and R. Meller”]. Although this approach does not describe the full time
evolution of a bunch, it gives some understanding of the nonlinear dynamics of the
unstable modes and, hence, is complimentary to the studies of the linearized Vlasov
equation.
Htiisinski Solution
A single-bunch longitudinal dynamics of particles in a storage ring may be de-
scribed by canonical variables x, p, where x = z/o. is the position of a particle in a
bunch in units of the zero-s current rms bunch length O., and the canonically con-
jugated momentum p = –a6/oo, proportional to 6 = AE/E and the momentum
compaction factor a. The coordinate x = O corresponds to the equilibrium rf phase
vrf; x >0 for a particle in the head of a bunch. The Hamiltonian in th~e variables
is
~(x,p,~) = ; + u(x,~), U(x, t) = Urf + Uw.
3
(1.1)The total potential U(x) is
self-consistent potential Uw:
Uw
the sum of the rf potential Urf = w~~x2/2c~ and the
m
!
=A dx’p(z’, t)s[(x’–x)oo]. (1.2)
x
Here wo~ = WreVv. is the zero-th current synchrotron frequency, the distribution
function p(x, t) = ~ dpp(x, p, t) is normalized to one, ~ dzp(x) = 1, and S(z) is an
integral of the wake function ~(z), S(z) = ~ozdz’~(z’). ~(z) defines energy loss per
turn of a particle trailing another particle at the distance z: AE(z) = –N~e2W(z).
The wake W(z) = Ofor z <0, and can be expressed in terms of the beam impedance
Z(w) that h~ poles in the upper plane of w. The factor A depends on the number of
particles per bunch Nb,
The distribution function p(x, p, t) is a solution
(1.3)
of the Fokker-Plank equation
a2p
#+{ HIP} =[D@+
which includes effects of diffusion and damping
described by the Hamiltonian.
(1.4)
due to synchrotron radiation not
Haissinski solution ‘7] is the steady state solution of Eq. (1.4)
PH(X, P) = ~ exp –H(x, p)/T (1.5)
where T = D/Yd. Eq. (1.5) can be factorized pH(x, p) = p(p)p(z). Hence, (p2) =
TIo~/a)2 and is independent on the distortion of the self-consistent potential U(x).
The distribution function is
PH(x) = ~e-u(x)i~, ZH I
p~(x)dx = 1. (1.6)
At the zero-current, pH(x) describes a Gaussian bunch with the rms (X2) = TC~/W~~.
4By the definition of O., (Z2) = 1 at the zero-current, giving
(1.7)
The explicit form of the solution can be obtained analytically only for few impedances.
In the general case, Eq. (1.6) can only be solved numerically.
Linewized Vlasov Equation
The Haissinski solution describes very well the deformation of the bunch shape
with Nb (the so called potential well distortion). Generally speaking, it formally exists
for arbitrary Nb. Experiments show that (p2) starts growing when Nb exceeds some
threshold value, indicating that above the threshold, the Haissinski solution becomes
unstable.
Different authors have given different criteria for the onset of this instability. The
threshold Nb is usually defined by the criterion
(1.8)
Here n = w/wrev, Z. = 120T 0, and the “effective impedance” (Z/n)eff is related
to the machine impedance Z/n either through the experimental “SPEAR scaling”
or by defining Z/n as weighted with the bunch spectrum. Other criteria have been
discussed as well. P.Wilson suggested that the instability occurs when the slope of
the total voltage becomes zero within a bunch length. K. Bane ‘8]successfully used
this criterion for calculating the threshold of the microwave instability for the SLC
damping ring. There have been attempts to relate the threshold of the instability to
the appearance of the second minima in the potential well at large bunch currents.
Another criterion of the threshold is given by Nb at which the synchrotron frequency
m a function of amplitude hm extremum, dw(~) /dJ = O. These criteria give different
thresholds of instability. For example, for a self-consistent potential approximated
by a polynomial U(Z) =X2 [w~/2+ az/3 + BX2/4]with parametersvarying with Nb,
w’ changessign at a2/(~w2) >0.9, the second minimum appears at a2/(~w2) >4.0,
and the potential at this minimum is smaller than U(Z) at a2/(@u2) >4.5.
5Study of the stability usually is hued on the linearized Vlasov equation obtained
from Eq. (1.4) for small ~(x, p, ~) = P(X, p, t) – PH(X, p), neglecting the right-hand side
(RHS)of the equation. Thisgives ahomogeneous equation which defines azimuthal
and radial eigen-modes of perturbation, and gives their frequencies. The onset of the
microwave instability is related to a mode-coupling, when some of the eigenfrequencies
become complex.
More detailed phenomenology of the microwave instability is based on the qumi-
linear approach that takes into account the feedback effect of the growing unstable
mode on the self-consistent potential, which may stop the instability.
Alternatively, the growing mode leads to a new quasi-steady-state solution. We
illustrate the origin of the new solution in the quwi-linear approximation. The dis-
tribution function is split into two functions p(s, p, t) = PO(X, p, t) + f(z, p, t),
slow and fast dependence on time, correspondingly. The Fokker-Plank equation
gives two equations:
apo 82po a(ppo)
Ot
— + {~(Po), Po}= [Dw + 7d~l – {uW(f)? f},
wit h
then
(1.9)
af
~ + {H(po), f} + {uW(f), po} = o, (1.10)
where H(f) means that the self-consist ent Hamiltonian is calculated with the function
f, and the bar in the first equation means averaging over the fast oscillations. The
second equation can be simplified by a canonical transform from Z, p to the angle-
action variables #, J such that H(po) = H(J).
Equation (1. 10) defines the azimuthal harmonics fro(J)
f (J, ~, t) = ~ fro(J) ezn’-zmd, fro(J) = @
Urn(J)
~J u(J) – (0/m) ‘
(1.11)
m
where w(J) = dH(J)/dJ, and
~
d~ ~md-~~tUw(f).
Urn(J) =’ ~e (1.12)
Substituting Eq. (1.11) into Eq. (1.12) gives a dispersion relation defining real and
6imaginary parts of ~ = m(tir + i~n), m >0 provided O(J) >0. A mode is unstable
if ~~ <0. Note, that ~~ m 8po/dJ.
Equation (1. 11) describes dependence of a mode on J and, for small increments
~~, shows that a mode is localized around the resonance value Jr defined by or -
ti(J~). The sign of m is the same m the sign of O because u(J) >0.
Equation (1.9) for the zero-th azimuthal harmonics po(J) in the new variables
takes the form
The last term in the RHS describes the feedback effect of a mode on the distri-
bution function:
(1.14)
This term can be combined with the term proportional to diffusion coefficient ~; it
can, therefore, change the bunch temperature and change the self-consistent potential.
As a result, the unstable growing mode may either be stabilized or it may decay.
There is, however, another possibility: the distribution function can come to a new
equilibrium when ~m ~ O. The modification of the distribution function corresponds
to the well-known results of the quasi-linear theory in plasma: Opo/~J a ~m ~ O
at J = Jr. It is closely related to the Van-Kampen waves in the theory of Landau
damping. This solution is considered below.
Resonmce Solution
Here we show that the Fokker-Plank equation has, in addition to the Haissinski
solution, another solution, which we call the resonance solution ‘5]. We use notation
for this solution following Meller’s study ‘6]of the thermal instability.
Suppose there is an azimuthal mode excited to a finite amplitude, with frequency
Such a mode can be considered as the periodic perturbation for particles in a
7bunch. Resonance particles, with synchrotron frequencies u(~) N Q/n, if there are
any, may be trapped in a separatrix. Motion of the trapped particles produces a
periodic modulation of the wake field and of the bunch density. We want to find
a self-consistent solution where resonance particles produce a periodic perturbation
supporting trapping of these particles in the separatrix. This mechanism describes
the nonlinear regime of Landau damping.
Consider a spontaneous small perturbation to the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.11) that
corresponds to excit at ion of the n-s azimuthal harmonic of the self-consistent poten-
tial:
H(J, ~, t) = H(J) + [Vn(J) ez(~t-nd) + cc.]. (2.1)
Close to a threshold of the instability, each azimuthal mode can be expected to
be independent. This corresponds to the resumption that separatrices produced
by individual modes do not overlap. Oide’s numerical analysis ’11]of the instability
confirms this ~sumption.
At the zero amplitude V.
d@/dt = w(J) = dH/dJ, and
solution
Suppose now that there is an
w(Jr) = ~/n. In this ewe,
= O, particles rotate in the phme plane with frequency
the steady-state distribution is given by the Haissinski
p(J) =
1 e–H(J)/T
ZH .
(2.2)
amplitude Jr within the bunch length for which Wr -
the perturbation Vn in the Hamiltonian produces a
resonance and cannot be removed by a canonical transformation. As it is well known,
however, the problem can be solved by reducing it to a time-independent problem.
This can be done by a canonical transformation to the coordinate
J= J,+q, ,a = @ – Wrt + f – arg(Vn)/n.
q, a,
(2.3)
Here, ~ = ~/n or ~ = O, depending on the sign of W$ - (dw/dJ)~r, and V~ =
8[Vn[ ~~argvnThe new Hamiltonian is the Hamiltonian of a pendulum
H(q, a) = g – 6Cos(na) ,
where c can be considered w a constant,
It is convenient to introduce a parameter n defining the energy
H=$,
q=’~
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
The motion with ~ > 1 is bounded in the range Isin(na/2) I < l/~, corresponding
to motion within a separatrix. Motion with the energy O < n < 1 is unbounded; it
corresponds to particles above the separatrix with J > Jr for the upper sign, and
below the separatrix J < J, for the negative sign in Eq. (2.6).
The resonance Hamiltonian Eq. (2.4) can be made independent of
a canonical transform to a variables r, @ with the generating function
phases using
(2.7)
where E is the elliptic integral; see Appendix A. The Fokker-Plank equation in the
variables r,@ has the approximate form (see Eq. (B. 15) in Appendix B):
(2.8)
The equation for the zero-th harmonic p(r) averaged over the phase @ hm the
9time-independent solution ‘6]
f~(r) = + exp –+[H(r) + o(r)],
where H(r) = 2~/~2(r),
o = +2w.me(l – K) [+ – V(K)],
(2.9)
(2.10)
Here
1
W(K) = 1 –
I $[*-117 W(O) = 0.69.
K
(2.12)
The new solution can be expanded in azimuthal harmonics in J = Jr+ q, @ variables
p~(r) = PO(J)+ ~ j~(J, t)e-zm~. (2.13)
m#O
The azimuthal harmonics fm(J, t), J = Jr + q is
I
fm(J, t) = % 6(J – J’) ezmo’ p(J’, ~’, t), (2.14)
where we introduce an additional integration dJ’6(J— J’) = dqb(q—q’). The resonance
solution p(J, @)dJd@ = drd~pM (r) gives
fm(J,t) =
1
% b(q– q(r, ~)) p~(r) eim+(”+), (2.15)
where q(r, +) is defined in Eq. (2.6), and @(r,~) = wrt + a(r, ~) – ~ + argVn/n.
10Ifthere isonlyone resonance ti(J) =Q/nwithin the bunch rms size, averaging
over fast oscillating terms leaves one non-zero harmonic, m = n:
I
drdozna(r,@)
~n(q) = ~~(J~ + ~, t) e-zot = –sign(w~) ezargv~ ~ e ~~(~) ~[q – q(r, 4)].
(2.16)
Replacing integration over drd~ by integration over dad~,
(2.17)
and introducing the new variable p = {4 Me/~2, we get
~~(q) = si~(w~) ezargv”in O(q, c), (2.18)
where
{~~(”)’[q--l+~~(’)’[q+-l} ‘219)
Here, ~ = ns/2, p~(~) = pk at ~ <1, and p~(~) = p. at ~ >1,
P+(P) = ~
e-+ ~’/2M+wrp+w.p.w(p, /p)] ,
z~
PS(P) = le–P2(9!P)/2~~, (2.20)
z~
where p = m/K. The limits of integration in Eq. (2.19) for q < 0 are given
by the condition q = J – Jr > –Jr, and depend on ~~in = ~- and .0 =
i
hinl 1 + ‘~in.
The function @(q, c) describes the spatial structure of the mode. It has a loga-
rithmic singularity at the center of the separatrix and behaves as @& 4@ pM(q)/q
at large q >> G.
11The zero-th harmonic po(~) in
@o(q, e), where 00 is given by the
Eq. (2.13) can be similarly defined: PO(J) =
expression Eq. (2.19) with the factor cos(2~)
replaced by one.
Faraway from theseparatrix, where ~<< l, but q&+m/~isfinite
The resonance distribution Eq. (2.21) is different from the Haiisinski solution:
the number of particles increases at amplitudes larger than the resonance amplitude
Jr, and decreases at the amplitudes J < J., compared with that of the Haissin-
ski solution. There is a finite transition region with dimension AJ R @ that
corresponds to a finite separtrix at J = Jr. Equation (2.21) written in variables
Z, p is not factorized, therefore, the rms energy spread (p2) is different from the
rms 82 of the Haissinski solution. The result looks like bunch heating, although
the bunch is described by a steady-state solution. Figure. 1 illustrates the growth
of (p2/T) with c. For the estimate, the average WM calculated w the average of
WOJ+ W’J2 with normalized distribution functions p~ = (l/ZH) exp[–H(J)/T] and
PM = (1/Z~) exp[–[H(J) + 2w,~T(0)]/T]. In the first case, (p2/T) = 1; the
average calculated in the second cwe is shown in Fig. 1.
Equation (2.21) is derived for the case of a single resonance. It can be generalized
for a case of multiple noninteractive resonances
PO(J) = & exp –*[H(J) + ~ 2wr,n@V(0)], (2.22)
Jm<J
where summation is over all resonances Jr < J starting from J = O.
It should be noted that for consistency, parameters w. and w: should be defined
for the distribution Eq. (2.21). In the present simulations these parameters are taken
for the Haiisinski distribution, which differs from Eq. (2.21) by a term of the order
of a, which can be taken into account by iterat ions.
12I
(z) = Asin(tirt + arg~l),
The new solution is the result of filamentation of azimuthal harmonics of the
couregrain distribution function pM(r, ~, t), starting from the initial condition
PM (~j ~, 0) = pH(~). The averaged m-th harmonic
J J
(pfi(t)) = ~rpfi(~, t) = % e2m@-i-M(T)’ pH(JT+ q(r, 4))
decays in time as (pfi(t)) a exp [–(m2T/2M)t2].
Equations (2.13) and (2.18) show that the steady-state resonance solution p(r)
corrqonds in the J, @ variables to a combination of a distorted Haissinski distribu-
tion, Eq. (2.21), plus a time-dependent resonance harmonic ~n(~)ei(n~–ot), describing
particles trapped in a separatrix. Other harmonics, equal on average to zero, may
be”important as well. The first harmonics, in particular, defines the time-dependence
(z) of the bunch centroid,
(2.23)
with mplitude A = ~ dJfl (J) ~m.
me amplitude of the perturbation e can now be determined from the condition
of self-consistency. The self-consistent potential Eq. (1.2)
J
u~ = A dz’dp’p(z’, p’) S[(z’ – Z)ao]
can be expanded in the azimuthal harmonics
U~(Z, t) = ~ Vm(J, t) expi(~t – m@).
Eqution (2.5) then defines e in terms of the amplitude Vn,
(2.24)
(2.25)
6 = —4TA
J
dq’o(q’, E)&n(J. + q’, Jr), (2.26)
13where
and
Note that
(2.27)
(2.28)
C;(V> J) = C-m(–v, J),
In a linear approximation, Rl,m
Rfm(J’, J) = R_z_m(J’, J) = ~,l(J’, J). (2.29)
is given by Eq. (C.5).
It is easy to see that, for ~ + O, @ u ~ for q > p~, and @ m ~ for q < PS,
q/p~ + const. Hence, the RHS in Eq. (2.26) is proportional to ~, and the nonzero
solution efists only for sufficiently large A. Figure 2 shows dependence of an on Jr
for two azimuthal modes, m = 2 and m = 3, and LEP broadband impedance (see
below).
Which one of the two solutions, the Haissinski solution Eq. (2.2) or the resonance
solution Eq. (2.11), is stable depends on the minimum of the free energy @ = E/T–S,
where E is the average energy per particle, E = (H), and S is the entropy,
S=–(lnp)=–
I
dr dpp(x, p) in p(x, p).
The difference of the free energies depends on the parameters ef
The free energy for the resonance solution is
1
(2.30)
and on wr~m.
(2.31)
where the angle brackets mean averaging with the resonance solution Eq. (2.11).
Free-energy Eq. (2.39) should be compared with @~, the free-energy for the Haiisinski
14distribution calculated in the rotating frame
(2.32)
or Oq = – in Z~ – (wrq/T) where brackets mean averaging over p~ given by Eq. (2.2).
Equation (2.32) takes into account the transform given by Eq. (2.3).
The difference A@ = Oq – @M wm calculated numerically for LEP parameters:
E = 45 GeV, C = 26.66 km, 6 = 1.2 x 10-3, a = 3.86 x 10-4, 00 = 2.Ocm.
The nominal bunch current 0.75 mA corresponds to Nb = 4.2x 1011. The broadband
impedance is described by the Q = 1 model with Z/n = 0.25 0 and resonance fre-
quency 2 GHz ‘2]. The wake potential and the function S(Z) of the Haiisinski solution
are shown in Fig. 3. Results of the Haiisinski calculations for LEP are given in Table 1.
Table 1
NB v Wo WI a= – 4pw2 Q=/pw=
.211E+02 .350E+03 .104E+O 1 .356E-02 -.606E-01 .618E+O0
.253E+0 2 .350E+0 3 .105E+O1 .241E-02 -.727E-01 .741E+O0
.293E+02 .350E+03 .106E+O1 .895E-03 -.827E-01 .848E+O0
.330E+02 .350E+03 .103E+O1 .211E-02 -.459E-01 .693E+O0
.365E+02 .350E+03 .112E+01 -.125E-01 -.152E+O0 .132E+01
Figures 4 (a-d) show results of numerical calculations for LEP with NB in the
range NB = (21.1 – 36.5) x 1010. The contour lines of a constant A@ are plotted in
plane c and Jr. They are superimposed with the lines where the RHS of Eq. (2.26)
is equal. to 0.9c, 1.Oe, and 1.le. These lines are plotted for two azimuthal modes,
m = 2 and m = 3. The mtimum of A@ in the upper right corner of the plot can be
approached only along these lines. Figures 4 show that, at small NB, the mtimum
reachable Am corresponds to small amplitudes of the perturbation e, and the distribu-
tion is, b~ically, the Haiisinski solution. The situation is different when w’ approaches
15zero. In this case, large amplitudes
h~ two solutions for an azimuthal
of e are possible and, more than that, Eq. (2.26)
mode. At a given A@, these two solutions have
different Jr, i.e. different frequencies w. = w(Jr). This difference is, however, small
due to small w’. The frequencies change while the amplitudes of perturbation ~ grow
adiabatically and they become closer to each other. It is reasonable to expect that,
event ually, the separatrices of both solutions will overlap and destroy each other. The
overlapping generates stochastic layers and incremes the entropy of the system, which
may change the temperature. The filamentation and synchrotron radiation damping
bring the system back to the original state, with the Haiisinski distribution function.
The process then repeats itself displaying large amplitude nonlinear oscillations ob-
served in experiments. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the overlapping of the separatrices
of different azimuthal modes is possible, but is less important than the overlapping
of different solutions of Eq. (2.26) for the same azimuthal mode. It is worthwhile to
mention that K. Oide ’11]came to a similar conclusion when solving numerically the
linearized Vlasov equation. He also concluded that w’ = O may be considered to be
the indication of instability. This criterion can be expected because the stable (ellip-
tic) and unstable (hyperbolic) points of a separatrix for the resonance Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.4) in the plane a, q interchange when w’ changes sign.
Figure 5 shows the contour plot of w’(N, V) in the plane NB, V. Crossing the
line w’ = O leads to instability. Area w’ <0 at large NB does not necessarily mean
bunch stability, but may correspond to another mechanism of instability related to
appearance of the second minimum of the self-consistent potential.
Figure 6 shows dependence of w’, calculated for the Haiisinski solution, on tem-
perat ure T. w’ increases with T for NB > Nth and decreases for N < Nth, where
Nth = 18. x 1010 for LEP parameters. Decreasing w’ may lead to a thermal instability.
For the above speculation it is important that the system adiabatically follows
variation of the parameters, in particular, the variation of c. This will be true if the
radiation damping is sufficiently large; otherwise, the rapid growth of ~ may induce
some oscillations around the resonance solution. This may explain the difficulty in
obtaining saw-tooth oscillations in numerical simulations.
16Bunch spectrum
The experimentally observed bunch spectrum quite often has sidebands with un-
equal amplitudes that change in time in an irregular way. This result is quite unusual.
The bunch spectrum V(w) at the n-th revolution harmonic has sidebands
I
6(u – nwrev– Q) p(~, z) e I
–inz/Rdz –inz/Rdz + 6(w – nwrev+ Q) p*(Q,~)e ?
defined by the harmonics of the bunch distribution
p(z, t) = p(O, z) e-int + p*(Q, z) eint. (3.1)
The amplitudes of the sidebands are equal if there is reversibility in time, p(z, t) =
p(z, –t). Unequal sidebands may be related to the mechanism of the instability.
Bunch spectrum measured by a BPM corresponds to the spectrum of a bunch
current
VBPM(W) M ~ ( dt ei(u--rev)t Sin(t), (3.2)
m=—~ J
where
!
Sin(t) = dx dp p(x, p, t) e-im(urewaola)z =
!
dJd#p(J, ~, t) e
–im(w.e.ao/co)z( J,@).
(3.3)
Substitute expansion Eq. (2.13) over azimuthal harmonics and use the definition of
Eq. (2.28). The zero-th harmonic po(~) gives the signal at the revolution harmonics.
Harmonics pm, with m # O, give
Sm(tj = ~/ dJ[f~(J) eikurtC_~(mwrev, J) + f~(J) e-iw’t C~(mwrev,J)]. $ (3.4)
k>O
The first term gives the signal at the revolution harmonics. The amplitudes of the
upper- and lower sidebands at the frequencies w = mwreV + (k/n)O are proportional
17to
V+=~ldJfk(J) Ck(wreV, J), V-=~2x
J
dJf:(J) C_k(mwreV, J), (3.5)
k>O k>o
where
Notice that C-k = (– l)~c~; see Appendix C. If there is only one azimuthal har-
monic fn(J), as in Eq. (2.16), j~ = ~~ and the amplitudes V* are equal, providing
the difference in the impedance Z(w) at the sideband frequencies is negligible. The
situation is different if there are two solutions of Eq. (2.26). In this case, the n-th
azimuthal harmonics corresponds to two radial modes
fn = [(–)nfle’olt + f~e-znlt] Cm(mUr, Jl) + (1 + 2), (3.7)
with separatrices located at the amplitudes J1,2. For small w’, the frequencies of two
modes ~1,2 = U(J1,2) cannot be resolved experimentally. The BPM signal would have
time-dependent beating with frequency AO = ~1 – ~2 and unequal amplitudes
because the coefficients Cn are complex due to the nonlinearity of the self-consistent
potential; see Eq. (C.4).
Another possible explanation of the unequal sideband amplitude may be related
to the excitation of the motion of the bunch centroid for the resonance solution.
Discussion
The general statement for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium is~o] “No in-
ternal macroscopic motion is possible in a state of equilibrium”. However, the system
under consideration is specific. First, the N-particle system does not have a Hamil-
tonian because the third Newton’s law is not applicable for the interaction with the
18wake potential. A particle in a self-consistent potential can nevertheless, be described
by the Fokker-Plank equation ‘6] The resonance solution appears as a result of spon-
taneously breaking symmetry. This solution describes a self-consistent regime when
particles trapped in a separatrix of an azimuthal mode with eigenfrequency Q produce
a perturbation of the self-consistent potential equivalent to the excitation of such a
mode. In the rotating frame, the resonance solution is a steady-state solution. In
the original J,@ variables, this corresponds to a certain combination of a modified
zero-t h and n-t h azimuthal harmonics if there are resonance particles with frequencies
u(J) m Q/n.
At large bunch current the resonance solution may have lower free energy than the
Haiisinski solution. The minimum of free ener~ and the condition of self-consistency
define -the parameters of the resonance solution ~, and 0. A bunch in the new state
would have an rms energy spread different from the rms energy spread of the Haissin-
ski solution. The process of transformation from one solution to the other can be
adiabatic, provided the damping time is large. A simple nonlinear dynamics exists
only for a single resonance. It is easy to speculate that, depending on the poten-
tial well distortion and parameters of the bunch, several resonances can be excited
simultaneously. The interaction between resonances at large amplitudes may lead to
overlapping of the separatrices, and their destruction. In this case, trapped particles
become free, filament, and produce a dynamic heating of the bunch, which must be
distinguished from the qumi-static change of the rms energy spread of a single mode.
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19Appendix A. Some Relations for a Nonlinear Pendulum
The following relations are useful:
For O<~< 1 (unbounded motion):
(Al)
(A.2)
(A.3)
where q is defined by Eq. (3.1).
For ~ >1 (bounded motion):
K(l/K)
r = : @[E(l/K) – (1 – l/K2)K(l/K)], : = –:@ ~3 > (A.4)
Elliptic integrals K, E and elliptic functions F,E are defined in Gradshteyn~]
20Appendix B. ~ansformation of the Fokker-Plank Equation
First, we follow Shonfeld ‘5]to transform the Fokker-Plank equation, Eq. (1.4), to
the variables J, ~.
The following identities are valid for an arbitrary function F(z, p, t):
g = {~, ~}z,p ={~> ~}@,J = : (~~) -$ (g~), (B.1)
so that, for the phase average values,
(-)
8F
ap
= :(~F). (B.2)
In particular, the RHS of Eq. (1.4) is
Substitute here ap/ap = {z, P}(Z,P) = {x,P}(~,J). For P = P(J,~),
(ad )~+7d(p%)p(J)’
RHS = $[D (~)2
The identity ax/a$ = {J, X} = aJ/ap gives
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
Equations (B.2) and (B.5) give, for the phase average,
(P%)= $(%PJ) -J= J$(P%)+(P%)-J ‘B6)
Comparison of the left- and right-hand sides defines the second term in Eq. (B.4):
()
p~ = J. (B.7)
21The momentum p can be written
p=~={x, H}=w(J)~,
provided the Hamiltonian is
H(z,P) = ; + u(x) = H(J), w(J) = ~.
Equations (B.7) and (B.8) define the first term in Eq. (B.4):
(P%)= W(J)((%)2)=J
The Fokker-Plank equation takes the form
dp
~+{ H,p}=~[D— —
dJ u;J) ~ “’JP(J)]
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.1O)
Consider now the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1). The RHS of the Fokker-Plank equation
for p = p(r) can be written in r, @ variables similar to Eq. (B.4):
(B.11)
Similar to Eq. (B.7), the identities ~x/d@ = {r, x} = dr/~p and
8r
p~=p%– ––r+$(pr) =–r+~(*Pr)‘&(#Pr) (B.12)
give, after averaging over ~,
Hence,
(p:) = r.
The Fokker-Plank equation takes the form
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
The coefficient d - ((~x/d@)2) can be related to the average v ~ ((~x/d~)(~x/O@)).
22Consider the Hamiltonian
H(z, p,t) = H(J, #,t) = H(q, a) + U.(J.+ q)= ~(~)+ ~T(Jr + ~)) (B.16)
where H(J, ~, t) and H(q, Q) are defined in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4), correspondingly.
The momentum
ax
+ W.{x, q}, (B.17) p = {x, H}.,P = {x, H + ‘Vql~,T = w~~
or p = WM8x/~$ + wMdx/8~ where wM = ~H/~r. Hence,
ax
r = (p—) = wMd+wru.
0+
(B.18)
The solution of Eq. (B. 15) for the zero-th azimuthal harmonic p(r) in a steady-state
is
~–;[~(T)+O~(T)] PM(T) = L
ZM
(B.19)
where OM is defined by Eqs. (B. 15), (B. 18) ‘6]
duM V
—= WT–.
dr d
(B.20)
The coefficients v and d can be found from the canonical transform x, p ~ ~, ~, which
defines the coefficients of expansion
X(J, 4) = ~ am(J) eimo. (B.21)
m
where a and q are defined in Eq. (2.2). Averaging over f~t oscillations gives
(B.22)
The l~t term here is equal to zero because q(r, @) is periodic with ~. For the same
reason, (dx/d~) = O in the separatrix, and is equal to +1 for q + O outside of the
23separatrix. Hence,
(B.23)
The average
(,, ) E (~)2 = [[~21am12((*)2) + ((*)2) laL121j (B.24)
because the cross-terms ((~~/d@)(dq/8@)) = O. The first term
The average
M2
((%)2) = ~M~(sin2(na))~,
and is small for small c. Neglecting this term, we get
Equation (B. 19) then gives Eq. (2.10),
(B.25)
(B.26)
(B.27)
24Appendix C. Derivation of ~.
Coefficients Cn(v, J) in Eq. (2.28) are given in terms of a trajectory z(J, @) of
the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.1), H(J) = H(z, p) =p2/2+ U(Z). Approximate the self-
consistentpotential by a polynomial
with parameters Umin, ~min, a, and ~ depending on Nb. For small nonlinearities, the
trajectory can be written in series over A = ~2J/u:
{
aA A2 Q2
z(J, @)=A sin@–~– — 6U2 Cos2@ – — (— 16w2 3W2 }
- ~) sin3@+ ... , (C.2)
In this approximation, Cm(v, J) is
Cm(v) J) = Jm(va) [1+
~7w;~A421 + -A2[Jm_2(va) + Jm+2(va)]
vo~ p a2
3202 (~ -~) A3 [Jm-3(vu) - J~+3(va)], +—
(C.3)
(C.4)
where a = OoA/Q, and Jm is the Bessel function. Note that C~(–v, J) = (– l)mCn(v, J),
C-m(w) = (–l)mCn(U), and R_z,_m(J’, J) = (–)m+lRlm(J’, J). Hence, R~n = an,
and the RHS of Eq. (2.26) for e is real.
In the linear approximation,
For broadband Q = 1 model of the impedance
z(w) = –2(
[
1 1
+
W—wn —iyn w+wn —i~n 1
(C.5)
(C.6)
25with ~/wn = 1/2
&n(J, J)= ;(;) &~: J:(:~)[
l–x 1+X
(x - 1)2+ 1/4 - (1+ X)2+ ~/Ql’ (C7)
o
where Z/n defines the inductive low-frequency behavior of the impedance at w << w~,
Z/n = (2ifw.eV/w~)U.
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Figure 1
RMS (62) for the resonance solution.Figure 2
~~~(~~, ~r) = function of J, for n = 2 and n = 3.
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Wake potential W(Z) and S(z) for LEP.
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Contour line w’(N, V) = O in the plane V, NB.
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Figure 6
Dependence of w’ on NB for different temperatures T and fixed rf
voltage V= 350 MV.
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